
Total Protection™ for everyone.  
Every day. Every wear.
With proprietary EnviroScreen™ Technology, Total Protection™ 

products are the only all-mineral sunscreens that offer 
comprehensive defense from sun + pollution for every need:

 + Always 100% reef-safe, chemical-
free, mineral sunscreen actives

 + Hydrating and antioxidant-rich

 + Oil-free, hypoallergenic, and 
non-comedogenic

 + Dermatologist tested

 + Formulas for all skin types and tones

Recommended by  
the Skin cancer  
foundation as an 
effective broad 
spectrum sunscreen.

We’re Colorescience, and we know healthy skin.
From sunlight, to pollution, to free radicals, we believe in 
going way beyond UV. We’re obsessively overprotective 
about preventing skin damage. And that’s exactly why 
physicians love us.

WE KNOW SKINCARE INNOVATION.
We believe skincare battles are best won before they 
are fought. Because investing in scientific innovation 
now, means we won’t have to pay the price for free 
radicals later.

WE KNOW SERIOUS SUN PROTECTION.
When it comes to sunscreen, we believe it should 
be a purely physical relationship—not a chemical one. 
Because the best defense is a mineral suncare offense. 

COLORESCIENCE.  
KNOW BETTER SKIN.

COLORESCIENCE
KNOW BETTER SKIN™

@colorescience
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Mess-freeSports and
outdoors

For the 
whole family

Skincare & 
beauty regimen

Easy 
reapplication



EnviroScreen™ Technology  
for unmatched protection

FORMULATED WITH ENVIROSCREEN TECHNOLOGY™: 
+  Patented mineral active ingredients

+  Effective antioxidants

+  Soothing hydration

Traditional sunscreens only protect from UV rays, offering just 
partial protection. But our skin is always exposed to both sun  
AND pollution which cause free radicals within the skin that can  
lead to damage, premature aging, and skin cancer.

Get Total Protection™ with our proprietary EnviroScreen™  
Technology for comprehensive defense against:

Pollution Blue (HEV) Light Infrared RadiationUVA/UVB

OPTIONS FOR ALL SKIN TYPES AND TONES

+  Broad Spectrum SPF 50/PA++++

+  Water/sweat resistant (80 minutes) 

+  Convenient, on-the-go formula, applies easily  
over makeup

+  4 shades for natural coverage for all skin tones 

+  Enhanced dispensing for even coverage and the 
confidence of protection with every application

TOTAL PROTECTION™ BRUSH-ON SHIELD SPF 50  TOTAL PROTECTION™ FACE SHIELD SPF 50  TOTAL PROTECTION™ SPORT STICK SPF 50

 TOTAL PROTECTION™ BODY SHIELD SPF 50  TOTAL PROTECTION™ COLOR BALMS SPF 50

The only powder 
sunscreen brush 
recommended by the 
Skin Cancer Foundation 
as an effective broad 
spectrum sunscreen 

fair medium tan deep

bronzeoriginal

originalglow bronze

+  Broad Spectrum  
SPF 50/PA+++

+  Water/sweat resistant  
(40 minutes) 

+  3 shades to customize your 
first layer of protection

+  Broad Spectrum SPF 50/PA+++

+  Water/sweat resistant  
(80 minutes) 

+  2 shades for natural coverage

+ Broad Spectrum SPF 50/PA++++

+ Water/sweat resistant (80 minutes) 

+  Hydrating formula glides like a balm; 
Dry-touch finish wears like a powder

+  Softens and conditions skin and 
smooths texture

+  Universal shade blends in sheer, 
leaving no white cast

berrybronze blush

+  Broad Spectrum  
SPF 50/PA++++

+  Water/sweat resistant 
(40 minutes) 

+  Ultra hydrating,  
multi-tasking balms 

+  3 shades for buildable 
lip and cheek color
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